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Disclaimer
Non-Reliance

When relying on forward-looking statements to make decisions, we caution readers not to place undue reliance on these

This presentation does not provide full disclosure of all material facts relating to KWESST Micro Systems Inc., or its securities, and

statements, as forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties and should not be read as guarantees of

is not subject to liability for misrepresentations under applicable securities legislation.

future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate indications of whether or not the times at or by which such
performance or results will be achieved. A number of factors could cause actual results to differ, possibly materially, from the

General

results discussed in the forward-looking statements, including KWESST’s limited financial history, including a history of losses, the

This presentation is property of KWESST Micro Systems Inc. (the “Company”, “KWESST”, “us” or “we”) and is strictly confidential. It

early stage of the business, operating in an industry populated with significantly larger competitors, dependence on

cannot be circulated or forwarded without our consent. Any graphs, tables or other information demonstrating our historical

management, rapid technology changes, and infringement of intellectual property rights. .

performance or that of any other entity contained in this presentation are intended only to illustrate past performance and are
not necessarily indicative of our or such entities’ future performance. The information contained in this presentation is accurate

All forward-looking information in this presentation is made as of the date hereof. Except as expressly required by applicable law,

only as of the date of this presentation or the date indicated. No securities regulatory authority has expressed an opinion about

we assume no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking information, whether as a result of new information, future

the securities described herein and it is an offence to claim otherwise.

events or otherwise.

All of the forward-looking information contained in this presentation is expressly qualified by the foregoing cautionary
Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information

statements.

This presentation contains “forward-looking information” and “forward-looking statements” (collectively, “forward-looking
information”) within the meaning of applicable securities laws. Forward-looking information may relate to our future financial

Non-IFRS Measures and Industry Metrics

outlook and anticipated events or results and may include information regarding our financial position, business strategy, growth

This presentation may make reference to non-IFRS measures, which are financial and operating metrics used in our industry.

strategies, addressable markets, budgets, operations, expected future financial results – including revenues expectations as

These non-IFRS measures and industry metrics do not have standardized meanings prescribed by IFRS and therefore may not be

stated herein, plans and objectives. In some cases, forward-looking information can be identified by the use of forward-looking

comparable to similar measures presented by other companies. this is used to provide investors with supplemental measures of

terminology such as “plans”, “targets”, “expects” or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “an opportunity exists”, “budget”, “scheduled”,

our operating performance and thus highlight trends in our core business that may not otherwise be apparent when relying

“estimates”, “outlook”, “forecasts”, “projection”, “prospects”,

solely on IFRS measures. We also believe that securities analysts, investors and other interested parties frequently use non-IFRS

“strategy”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “does not anticipate”, “believes”, or variations of such words and phrases or statements that

measures and industry metrics in the evaluation of issuers. Our management also uses non-IFRS measures and industry metrics

certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might”, “will”, “will be taken”, “occur” or “be achieved”. In addition, any

in order to facilitate operating performance comparisons from period to period, to prepare annual operating budgets and

statements that refer to expectations, intentions, projections or other characterizations of future events or circumstances

forecasts and to determine components of management compensation.

contain forward-looking
information.

Completion of investor documentation
Any securities issued to investors by the Company shall not have been and will not be registered under the United States

Statements containing forward-looking information are not historical facts but instead represent management’s expectations,

Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “U.S. Securities Act”), or under any U.S. state securities laws, and may not be offered,

estimates and projections regarding future events or circumstances. This forward-looking information and other forward-looking

sold, directly or indirectly, or delivered within the United States of America, its territories or possessions, any state of the United

information are based on our opinions, estimates and assumptions in light of our experience and perception of historical trends,

States or the District of Columbia (collectively, the “United States”) or to, or for the account or benefit of, persons in the United

current conditions and

States except in certain transactions exempt from the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and all applicable U.S.

expected future developments, as well as other factors that we currently believe are appropriate and reasonable in the

state securities laws. This release does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy such securities in the

circumstances. Despite a careful process to prepare and review the forward-looking information, there can be no assurance that

United States, Canada or in any other jurisdiction where such offer, solicitation or sale is unlawful.

the underlying opinions, estimates and assumptions will prove to be correct. Certain assumptions in respect of our ability to
execute our growth strategies; our ability to retain key personnel; our ability to maintain and expand geographic scope; our

Any securities issued to investors by the Company shall not have been recommended by any Canadian provincial securities or

ability to obtain and maintain existing financing on acceptable terms; currency exchange and interest rates; the impact of

regulatory authorities, the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or any state securities commission or regulatory

competition; the changes and trends in our industry or the global economy; and the changes in laws, rules, regulations, and

authority, nor have any of the foregoing authorities passed on the accuracy or adequacy of this presentation or the offering. Any

global standards are material factors made in preparing forward-looking information and management’s expectations.

representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.

ABOUT US

• Focused mission in growing
sectors of global defense and
security industry

• Accomplished management
and board
• Portfolio of unique high-value
technologies with multiple
applications
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Focused mission in
growing sectors of global
defence and security
industry

International market reach
via network of
representatives

Milestone achievements and
strong revenue visibility
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Accomplished
management and board

IP portfolio of unique core
technologies with multiple
applications

Diversified products,
customers and markets

Strong industry
partnerships

Scalable operating model
with outlier margins
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A public company platform
for global growth & value
creation
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BUSINESS LINES

Key market segments and solutions addressed by KWESST
technologies are:
•

Breakthrough technology in non-lethal systems with broad application,
including law enforcement and personal defence

•

Modernized digitization of tactical forces for shared situational awareness
and targeting.

•

Counter-measures against threats such as drones, lasers and
electronic detection.
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MANAGEMENT

Jeff MacLeod

David E. Luxton

FOUNDER, PRESIDENT, CEO &
BOARD MEMBER

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

Jeff is a former Canadian
RCEME officer and served as
System Engineer for three major
Army Crown Projects before
moving to the private sector.
For almost twenty years he was
General Manager of
Diemaco/Colt Canada. He is an
expert in the Small Arms and
Soldier Systems field as well as
all aspects of manufacturing.
He formed KWESST in 2017 to
pursue opportunities in the
networking and digitization of
legacy and future weapons
systems.

David is a recognized
entrepreneur in the defence and
security industry. He was an
infantry officer and senior official
with the Canadian & British
governments before leading the
global build-out of successive
companies, including Simunition,
world leader in simulated
munitions for close quarters
combat training. He led the buildout of Allen-Vanguard, which
became a world leader in
Counter-IED solutions, where he
remains Chairman. He is former
Chairman of United Tactical
Systems, a world leader in nonlethal munitions.
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Steve
Archambault

Rick Bowes

Jeff Dunn

VP of OPERATIONS

U.S. MARKET DEVELOPMENT

CFO

Prior to his various senior roles
with defense contractors such as
General Dynamics Canada, DRS
Technologies Canada (now
Leonardo DRS), ATCO Frontec
and ADGA Group Inc., Rick had
a distinguished career as a
senior officer in the Canadian
Army, retiring in 2003 as a
Lieutenant Colonel. He is a
graduate of Royal Military
College of Canada and served in
various operational and staff
roles in the Canadian military and
on secondment to the British
Army.

Jeff has 35 years’ experience in
advanced tech for the defense
industry. A former Marine Corps
Harrier pilot, he holds an MBA
and EDS from The George
Washington University, a Master
of Military Studies from MCU. He
founded SageGuild which
specializes in business
development, rapid prototyping,
and proof of concept initiatives
for technology manufacturers.
Jeff has also held senior
positions in General Atomics and
Artemis and received the DARPA
“Sustained Excellence by a
Government Agent” award.

Mr. Archambault began his
career as a CPA, CA, with
Ernst & Young LLP, followed
by senior finance positions at
AXIS Capital, a global insurer
and reinsurer, and more
recently had CFO roles with
small-cap public Canadian
companies listed on the TSX
Venture Exchange and
Canadian Securities Exchange
in media broadcasting
technology and health and
wellness industries.
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PUBLIC SECURITY

The Low Energy Cartridge (LEC) System
A proprietary system consisting of:
• Inexpensive firing platforms in any design that fire only the LEC.
• A proprietary cartridge casing that generates spin to a projectile.
• Soft, frangible projectiles that mate to the interior cartridge
casing.
• Different payloads in the projectile for various applications.
• Velocities and muzzle energy far below the “lethal” threshold.
Provisional U.S. patents filed:
T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F
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PUBLIC SECURITY

The LEC is a universal system for all kinds of “non-lethal” applications.

Prioritized Markets

Other Market Opportunities

• Public order (riot control)

• Subjugation of dangerous subjects
(police)
• Personal protection (consumer market)
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• Realistic force-on-force training
(military & police)
• Realistic high-action gaming (commercial
market)
• Animal control

KW ESST MICRO SYSTEMS INC. | WWW.KWESST.COM
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PUBLIC SECURITY

Most “non-lethal” systems can actually be “lethal”, and often are.
• They are therefore termed “less-than-lethal” in the
industry, not “non-lethal”
• There have been thousands of fatalities

Many are air-based, complex and unreliable.
• Ambient temperature causes performance to vary,
especially in colder weather
• Synthetic seals and “O” rings dry out and can cause
“catastrophic failures”

• They entail long “logistics tails”, e.g., heavy air tanks,
compressors, spare parts
T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F
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PUBLIC SECURITY
A breakthrough universal system for any non-lethal mission
With the proven reliability of cartridge-based technology.
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Safe

Low Cost

Protected IP

Quick to productize

Portable manufacturing
to any jurisdiction

Quickly scalable

KW ESST MICRO SYSTEMS INC. | WWW.KWESST.COM

Market pull,
not technology push

Recurring revenue
from cartridge sales
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PUBLIC SECURITY
Competition: Public Order
Air-Powered Systems
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Cartridge-Based Systems
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PUBLIC SECURITY
Competition: Personal Protection Protection

The only pepper pistol product that is
publicly traded, with TTM of C$50M,
and a market cap of $C537M
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PUBLIC SECURITY
Regulatory Framework
U.S.

International

Few limitations

Varies country by country

• ATF classification of “firearm” or “nonfirearm” takes a few weeks

• No limitations for military or law
enforcement

• Industry practice is to provide laboratory
certification of terminal effects

• Personal protection rules vary by country

• Classification, projectile payload determine
restrictions by State. Legal in at least 37
States

T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F
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PUBLIC SECURITY
Manufacturing Model
Internal

Outsourced

Prototyping and demonstration samples

Full production

• Design and testing
• Local firearm and ammo contractors for
demonstration samples and “LRIP” (LowRate Initial Production)
• Negligible Capex

T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F

• Firing platforms and cartridges – some
firing platforms partnered with firearms
manufacturers

• Production is portable to any jurisdiction
• Can ramp quickly for high volume
production

KW ESST MICRO SYSTEMS INC. | WWW.KWESST.COM
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PUBLIC SECURITY
Sales, promotion and distribution
U.S.

International

Hybrid sales and distribution, with ready channels

Established distributor network

• Direct to consumer sales via digital channels, including
third-party channels
• Large digital marketplaces like GunBroker.com sell to
consumers and police across the U.S.
• Supplementary wholesale pricing and distribution
through local police distributors

• In over 100 countries, for military,
police and consumers
• Only certain countries and distributors
can import for consumers

• Military sales through established GSA equipment
providers to DoD and National Guard
• Annual SHOT Show, Las Vegas, biggest trade show
of its kind (Jan 2022)
T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F
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PUBLIC SECURITY
Time to market
Initial Prototypes
• And pre-promo videos

Demonstration Samples
• User testimonials

LRIP and Pre-orders

Trade Show Orders

• Personal defence market

• And pre-promo videos

• First ever live demonstration

JULY
2021

• Live demo to industry

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY
2022

Shotgun and revolver versions

Automatic pistols, sub-machine guns and assault rifle versions
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DIGITAL BATTLEFIELD SOLUTIONS
SIGNATURE SYSTEM

TASCS
Tactical Awareness and Situational Control System
• Currently under contract with major U.S.
military customer.
• An App and snap-on weapon adaptor that
enables real-time streaming of situational
awareness data of any kind from any source,
including drones, direct to users’ smart
display devices and weapons systems, for a
common operating picture and networked
targeting of adversaries.
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TASCS networked display
with input from any source
including drones.
Integrates with any
Battlefield Management
System including ATAK.

TASCS with snap-on plugand-play mount, networks
soldier ground weapon
systems for coordinated
targeting.
Example shown here:
81mm mortar

KW ESST MICRO SYSTEMS INC. | WWW.KWESST.COM
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DIGITAL BATTLEFIELD SOLUTIONS
SIGNATURE SYSTEM

TASCS …continued
Global go to market strategy
• Direct engagement and evaluation contracts with opinion-making end-users.
• Teaming / partnering agreements with prime defense contractors and OEM
suppliers for U.S. military, including ManTech, AeroVironment and Samsung.
• International distribution through established agents and representatives

Market size
• Multi-billion global market for application of TASCS to installed base of candidate weapons systems.
• Obtainable market $400M just for application of TASCS on mortar systems alone.
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COUNTER THREAT SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC DECOYS
To protect ground forces from electronic detection

Portable, soldier or air deployable electronic battlefield decoy
•

Deflects, masks friendly force Electro Magnetic (EM) signature with
numerous false phantom signatures

•

Spoofs adversaries to draw them out, slow their targeting of friendly
forces, and commit and waste assets on phantom targets

•

Authentic emulation of voice, video, data and text signatures of NATO
forces

•

Addresses next-generation NATO requirements

•

Simultaneous waveform generation across all communications systems

T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F
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Realistically mimics
friendly force EM with
phantom signatures
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COUNTER THREAT SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC DECOYS…continued
Global go to market strategy
• Achieve favorable evaluation and initial procurement with U.S. military (in
progress, just demonstrated to U.S. Special Operations Command, initial
procurement by U.S. military customer pending).
• Teaming agreements/partnerships with electronic warfare / countermeasure companies, e.g. Motorola Solutions (military), D-TA Systems and
others.

Market size
• Rapidly evolving multi-billion global market.
• Obtainable U.S. market alone currently estimated at $500M.
T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F
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MARKET SIZE
C $82.4 B total market

C $300 - $500 M annual obtainable market

Low Energy Cartridge

Non-lethal cartridges and firing platforms

TASCS, IFM, ATAK

Counter-drone, counter-laser, e-deception

Public order, personal defense, training/simulation

Force modernization and digital transformation

GreyGhost, Laser Defense, Phantom decoy

Total market by 2023 C$17.8 B (2)

Total market by 2028 $C48.9 B (3)

CAGR 7.4%

CAGR 7.65%

CAGR 5.24+%

Total obtainable market $75M+ recurring*

Total obtainable market C$100M+ recurring*

Total obtainable market C$150M+ recurring*

Total market by 2023 C$15.7 B

1

*

Counter-threat Systems

Future Soldier Systems

(1)

Allied Market Research: Non-Lethal Weapons Market, June 2021

Internal Company estimates
T S V X: K W E | O T C Q B : K W E M F

2

*

Markets and Markets, Soldier System Market, December 2019

Internal Company estimates
KW ESST MICRO SYSTEMS INC. | WWW.KWESST.COM

3

Global Anti-Drone Systems Market, Research & Markets June 2021
Electronic Warfare: $42.1 B, Fortune Business Insights, June 2021
* Laser Defense, internal Company research: $1B by 2026
*

Internal Company estimates
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COUNTER THREAT SYSTEMS

Company Name

Symbol Exchange Currency Last Close (1)

Shares
outstanding

Market cap

Profitable

Price/Sales

Ammo Inc.
Byrna Technologies Inc.
Wrap Technologies, Inc.
Draganfly Inc.
Average
KWESST Micro Systems Inc.

POWW
BYRN
WRTC
DPRO

NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ

USD
USD
USD
USD

$6.34
$18.21
$5.87
$3.55

113,046,766
23,603,996
39,911,390
32,045,909

$716,716,496
$429,828,767
$234,279,859
$113,762,977

No
No
No
No

18.57
13.87
66.94
30.75
26.02

KWE

TSXV

CAD

$1.70

48,695,631

$82,782,573

(1) As of the close October 16, 2022
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Investment Highlights
Significant valuation discount
to peer companies (per table
above).

Diversified technology portfolio
with multiple high-value
applications.

International market reach
through an established agent
network in dozens of
countries.

Strong revenue growth outlook.

Accomplished management and
board with deep experience in
the industry.

Scalable operating model with
minimal capex, outsourced
production for significant
operating leverage.

Cap table
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

KWESST — NORTH AMERICA

KWESST — INTERNATIONAL

Jason Frame

HEAD OFFICE
155 Terence Matthews Cr., Ottawa,
ON Canada K2M 2A8

EUROPE
Rex House, 4th Floor, 4-12 Regent
Street, London SW1Y 4PE

U.S.
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, 4th
Floor East, Washington, DC 20037

MIDDLE EAST
Tamouh Tower 16th Floor, Abu Dhabi

frame@kwesst.com
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